
Ribbon’s mission is to make homeownership achievable. Increasingly, FHA and VA buyers face significant 

headwinds to competing fairly against institutional buyers, high-net worth individuals, iBuyers, and cash offers. 

These loans are often immediately passed up by sellers in the most competitive markets. By using RibbonCash 

Offers, buyers with government loans can present all-cash offers that are as competitive or more competitive       

as forces within the market. 



Yes, The VA’s fee restrictions appear to apply only to charges incident to VA-insured mortgage transactions. 

Ribbon’s Transaction Fee is charged in connection with a consumer’s enrollment in Ribbon’s back-up purchaser 

program, and Ribbon only acquires a home under this program when a consumer is unable to obtain mortgage 

financing. 



Common Questions About VA Loans

Q: Is Ribbon permitted to charge a transaction fee on VA loans?

Q: Are there any rules around the fee being paid by a third party?

Yes, the seller’s ability to pay the transaction fee is subject to the VA’s rule seller concessions. Specifically, any 

seller concession or combination of concessions which exceeds 4% of the established reasonable value of the 

property is considered excessive, and unacceptable for VA-guaranteed loans 



Q: Is RibbonCash+ as a program permissible for VA buyers?

Ribbon has structured the RibbonCash+ product so that the product is best positioned to satisfy VA guidelines.


Q: Is it permissible for Ribbon to cover appraisal gaps to the Ribbon Value for VA loans? How is the 
product structured?

So that RibbonCash+ is best positioned to comply with VA guidelines, the product is structured so that the AP 

Payment is provided to the seller in exchange for the seller reducing the purchased price. 



The AP payment is disclosed as an item paid outside of closing and not in the columns as “Ribbon appraisal gap 

credit POC” or “Ribbon Credit POC” under “Other Credits” in the “Paid Already by or on Behalf of Borrower at 

Closing” table of the Closing Disclosure.
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